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Pegasus Landing
tightens security

Professor on paid
leave until summer

MICHELLE DENDY
Contributing Writer
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NEW KIDS
RETURN TO

THE BLOCK
The boy band New Kids on the Block,
' which sold 70 million albums in the
1980s and early '90s, has reunited and
plans to release a new album and go on
tour.The reunion comes 20 years after
the release ofthe group's album,
Hanging Tough:'The fan response to this
has been incredible,''band member
Donnie Wahlberg told the Boston Herald.
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UCF HOSTS THE
MUSICAL PARADE
STARTING TONIGHT
The UCF Conservatory Theatre will be
presenting the musical Parade tonight
from 8 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. on the main
stage.Ticket prices are $10 for
students with a UCF ID. For'more
infonnation call 407-823-1500.

LOCAL &STATE, A2

MAN ACCUSED IN AIRPORI'
BOMB HAD HISTORY OF
MENTAL ILLNESS
The fonner Iraq war contractor
accused of trying to take bomb
components on an airplane had a
history of mental illness and was
distraught over his mother's 2005
murder, said a lawyer representing his
family in the case.

NATION & WORLD,A4

CHINESE ACTIVIST
SENTENCED TO 31/2
YEARS IN PRISON

•
•
•

An outspoken Chinese civil rights
activist was sentenced Thursday to 3
1/2 years in prison on subversion
charges, a ruling that drew
international criticism ahead ofthe
Beijing Olympics.
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Two weeks ago, university-affUiated housing
community
Pegasus
Landing cracked down on
its security to create a
safer environment for residents.
The new system comprises controlled-access
gating at all entrances of
the property and courtesy
officers stationed at the
main entrances. The offi- (,
cers will monitor all nonresidents entering the
property. Security cameras have also been
installed at the gates.
"The new security system will provide our residents a more secure environment, while not
, bringing up the cost ofliving at Pegasus Landing,"
officials from Pegasus
Landing said in a statement. "We are fortunate
to have the means to
implement such a security system with the recent
crime issues Orlando is
facing."
Residents receive a
bar-code decal for their
cars in order to be
allowed into the property.
The decal is scanned on
both sides of the car and
automatically opens the
gates at any entrance.
With the new security
system, all visitors must
enter through a guard
house entrance. Visitors
must know the name and
PLEASE SEE

NATALIE MORERA
News Editor
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Pegasus Landing has put in new
security gates to provide
residents with "a more secure
environment,"while not raising
the cost of living in the
apartments.

VISITOR ON A3

A UCF professor who was
facing disciplinary action for
sexually explicit material
found on his computer and
sexual harassment charges
brought forth by two coworkers will keep his job.
Kenneth Adams, a professor in the public affairs doctoral program, must attend
anger management courses,
along with other restrictions.
Adams has been on paid
administrative leave since
Nov. 20 and will continue to
be until the end of the spring
2008tenn.
In a letter from Lin HuffCorzine, assistant vice president of faculty relations, it
was determined that he was
verbally and physically intimidating to public affairs staff
members and created an
overall offensive work environment. It was also found
that he misused UCF property, which includes his schoolissued laptop, computer and a
department digital camera,
which had personal photos.
The letter detailed seven
actions that would be taken
against Adams in response to
the investigation's findings.
According to the letter
dated March 10, Adams' computer will be randomly monitored and if ''inappropriate or
pornographic
materials
appear in or on that computer,
disciplinary action will be
taken up to and including possible termination of your
PLEASESEE
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Parade addresses the Darfur survivors visit UCF
Soqth, crime, ~cism
several victims and graphic
imagery of the conflict in

JESSICA TUGGLE

& JUAN SAGARBARRIA
Staff and Contributing Writer

.

PENNY JACKSON .
Contributing Writer

Parade, a historical musical about the trial and murder of a Jewish man, opened
last Thursday at the UCF
Conservatory Theatre under
the direction of Kate Ingram.
Set in 1913 Atlanta, the
show deals with several
issues surrounding crime,
, justice, racism and prejudices, and even child lahor.
"I think the show was
addressing a lot of issues
when it came to the conditions and culture that existed
1 in the South in the· early 20th
century," said Luis Segui, a
UCF theater major.
The
show
develops
around Leo Frank, a Jewish
Yankee factory owner who
PLEASE SEE

PLAY ON AS

An area in western
Sudan, roughly the size of ,_.__,.
Texas, has been the setting of a massive genocide for the past four
years.
·
That place is Darfur, and the violence
continues
even
today. T]:ie people
of Darfur live in fear,
witnessing acts of rape
and murder daily.
· On Tuesday, March
25, two Darfur survivors
came to UCF to share their
stories and bring awareness
to the students and the community of the events hapDarpening in Sudan.
The event, "Voices from fur.
"To me, the issue speaks
Darfur," began with a 20minute documentary that ·for itself," sophomore
showed testimonies from Dominique Holloway said.

Sudan

GREGORY TERRITO/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Yaniv Zarif performs as Leo Frank,
foreground, with his co-star Madison
Stratton (Lucille Frank), the leads of the
play.

"Showing up for Darfur is
not just showing up for Darfur but for injustices that
are going on all over the
world.'"
According to the
Associated
Press,
spokesman
Allyn
Brooks-Lasure of the
Save Darfur Coalition
said the number of people killed could be as high
as 400,000. The U.N.
reports that 2.5 million people have been forced to
leave their homes.
Abu Asal Abu Asal, one
of the Darfur survivors and
speakers at the event, said
that even though he has
been away from Darfur for a
long time, the wounds
remain fresh.
"Every time I ·speak in
front of an audience and see
the film, it feels like I'm
PLEASE SEE
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News and notices for
the UCF community

UCF hosts the musical Parade
The UCF Conservatory
Theatre will be presenting the
musical Parade tonight from 8
p.m. to 10:30 p.m. on the main
stage of Conservatory Theatre.
Ticket prices are $10 for students with a UCF ID, $15 for
adults ap.d $13 for seniors over
55. The play will also run on Saturday and Sunday. Sunday's
show will begin at 2 p.m. and
Saturday's at 8 p.m.
For more information and to
make reservations, call 407-823-

'

The Student Newspaper at UCF since 1968
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Jazz concert held tonight
The UCF Jazz Ensemble will
be holding a concert tonight
from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. in the
Auditorium of the Visual Arts
Building.
The concert is under the
direction of Jeff Rupert. For
more information, call 407-8235411.

VUCF presents Give Kids the World

Opinions Edito
•

•

•
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Jeffrey Riley and
Tara Young x213

COURTESY KNIGHT DIVERS

opinions@(entra!RoridaFu re.com

12 members ofthe tl!_e Knight Divers, the dive team at UCF, explored the Epcot Living Seas Sunday. The club also takes trips to springs and the Florida coasts.

Sports Editor

Volunteer UCF is sponsoring Give Kids the World Saturday from 10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Volunteers will be helping
clean and paint.
Those who are volunteering
must meet at 9 a.m. at the VJ.Sual Arts Building. For more information,
contact
vucf_youth@mail.uc£edu.
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sports@(entra/RoridaFutu a>m
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Keep local with headlines

you may have missed

Man accused in airport bomb
had history of mental illness
ORLANDO - The former
Iraq war contractor accused of
trying to take bomb components on an airplane had a history of mental illness and was
distraught over his mother's
2005 murder, said a lawyer
representing his family in the
case.
Kevin Christopher Brown,
32, had been in and out of hospitals before his Tuesday
arrest at Orlando International
Airport, attorney H. Charles
Johnson said.
Brown was charged with
one count of attempting to
carry an explosive or incendiary device on an aircraft, and
scheduled to appear at a bond
hearing Thursday afternoon.
The Jamaican man is a former
U.S. Army soldier and Iraq
contractor.
A
federal
magistrate
approved prosecutors' request
Wednesday to delay setting
bond so they could evaluate
Brown's mental status and
examine records from the U.S.
Department of Veterans
Affairs.
"He was a bit unstable,"
Johnson said. "I think the
mother's death would have
been on his mind."
The Jamaican attorney said
Brown's
mother,
Sandra
McLeod, was strangled on
June 5, 2005 while meeting
someone who leased property
from her.
Three men are charged in ·a
case now in preliminary hearings.
Johnson said Brown's father
died when he was a baby, so
the mother raised he and a
brother alone.
"Sandra was the breadwinner for the family," he said.
"She was always there for
them."
·
Brown worked in Iraq as an
equipment parts receiver from
July to December 2007,
according to his employer,
Lear Siegler International.
The company is a Georgiabased military contractor that
provides veterans to work in
Iraq.
Brown served in the U.S.
Army from 1999-2003, at one
point stationed in Germany. At
the time of discharge, he was a
logistical specialist with the
690th Medical Company
based in Fort Benning, Ga.,
said Army spokesman Maj.
Nathan Banks.
Brown had been receiving
care at the Malcom Randall
Veterans Affairs Medical Center in Gainesville, said Mary
Kay Hollingsworth, a regional
spokeswoman for the Veterans
Health System. Citing privacy
laws, she wouldn't specify the
time frame or nature of his
condition.
PLEASE SEE
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Scuba club dives in Epcot Living Seas
MICHAEL DENNIS
Contributing Writer

A mention of Knight
Divers is likely to bring up
images of a diving board and
Speedos, but these divers
aren't the type to pull a triple
reverse.
The 65 members of the
scuba diving club at UCF are
more interested in oxygen
tanks and coral reefs.
As the club goes into its
ninth. year at UCF, members
are seeking to increase the
visibility of the club and the
interest in scuba diving. In
order to do this, the club has
been participating in some
high-profile events and projects.
On Sunday, 12 members of
tlie diving club explored the
Living Seas at Epcot.
The Disney DiveQµest
experience is
held in a
tank
large

enough
to
hold
Epcot's
Spaceship Earth,
with room to sp_are. The
divers got an up-close-andpersonal look at saltwater
creatures of all kinds and a
man-made coral reef replica
as children and other tourists
watchect.
This experience was
offered to club members
who, in association with the
Professional Association of
Diving Instru.ctors (PADI),
have begun a Central Florida
marketing campaign in an
attempt to promote
the activ-

ity and lifestyle · of scuba
diving.
PAD! is currently a growing player in the world of
scuba diving. PADI's Web
site, www.padi.com, covers
everything from "why to
start scuba diving"_ to "how
and where you can become
certified." The site also contains numerous popular travel destinations, special rates
for members and an extensive eCommunity.
Their campaign to expand
the culture of diving has led
them to choose UCF as one
of four colleges in the nation,
along with colleges in
California, Arizona, Indiana
and Oregon, to work with
and create a personalized
marketing strategy to promote the local diving community.
A.J. Moore, PAD! intern
and Knight Divers member,
organized the DiveQuest
event.
"It was just an amazing
experience," Moore said.
"The more people know
about us and how much fun it
is, the better."
Dive club members were
able to tour the Living Seas at
a greatly reduced rate than
the one offered to the general
public, and all of the proceeds were contributed to
Epcot's continued work in
dolphin
and
manatee
research.
The president of the
Knight Divers, Brian Kopinski, and the board try to host a
few events each month for
their growing list of members, with recent events concentrating on spring dives.
'We try to come up with
new and excited trips," Brian
explained, "so that takes us

Staff Photographers

all over
region."

Liana Cole, Vanessa Ezeta,
Shanna Fortier, Rayma Jenkins,
Ashley Koehler, Matt Kuka,
Corey Maynard, Gregory Territo

the

Editorial Cartoonist

Expeditions
in March and
February have
taken them to
Blue Grotto in
Williston,
Fort
Lauderdale
and
Blue Springs.
"There's been a real focus
on diving in the springs lately." Moore said, "Since the
temperature being so cold,
we've had to head inland
from the coasts."
But with spring soon
rolling into summer and the
weather bringing with it
more habitable diving conditions, the ~lub's monthly itineraries and schedule of
events are only going
to expand and eventually include the
Atlantic and Gulf
coasts as well.
Anyone
interested
in joining or
sponsoring the dive
club and its upcoming events
can e-mail the club at
DiveUCF@gmail.com.
Rookies to the sport, as
well as seasoned veterans,
are always welcome to join.
Those prospective members who are not certified as
open-water divers will be
helped personally by Moore
and fellow members to
become certified.
With diving at Disney and
tr!ps stat~wide, the Knight
Divers have.started to become
a bit more noticeable.
"It really is more of a
lifestyle than anything,"
Moore said. 'We have never
heard anyone say they didn't
have the most amazing time."
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LOCAL WEATHER

Today
CHANCE
T-STORMS

High:85°
Low:67°
@

TODAY IN DETAIL

Saturday

Today: A30-percent chance of rain.

SHOWERS LIKELY .

South southeast wind between 10
and 15 mph.
Tonight: A 20-percent chance of rain.
South southeast wind between 10
and 15 mph.

High:83°
Low:67°

The Future wants to hear
from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to editor@centralfloridafuture.com. Deadlines
are 5 p.m. Friday for the Monday
edition, 5 p.m. Monday for the
Wednesday edition, and 5 p.m.
':'7ednesday for the Friday edi-

.,

t:lon

Sunday

High:82-0
CHANCE T-STORMS Low:67°
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Donating solar cookers can help Darfurian wome~
ple, hope that people will lis- said. "We need to increase
ten to their stories and start the message of 'This is
to make a difference. This is wrong, and it needs to stop."'
doing it for the first time Most UCF students, who
why he has traveled to more
and it is painful," Abu Asal than 30 different states to attended the event either
said.
had extensive knowledge on
speak in front of students.
Abu Asal talked about his
"Our goal here is educat- Darfur or knew very little
experiences as a young boy ing people and getting stu- about the issue and wanted
when he was beaten by dents to take action, to find out more.
locals on rhis way to school. whether it is iocally, nation"I don't know much about
As an adult, the Sudanese wide or intetnationally," Darfur, and it's a shame,"
government threatened his Abu Asal said.
psychology major Gisel
life when he wrote a story
One way UCF students Fuentes said, "so I came to
about p~litics and life in can make a difference is by find out."
Darfur.
Senior Suzie Jernigan said
donating solar cookers.
He saifi that it is not. only Many women in Darfur fall she has been keeping up
the janjar,eed - the militia victim to rape and violence with the genocide in Darfur
that kill{# many Darfurians . while collecting firewood, . since her freshman year of
- that is responsible for the and the solar cookers can college.
genocide, but the Sudanese help to reduce the risk of
Jernigan said it is the sufgovernment as well.
fering of the children that
being attacked.
"It is the government who
Robinson said the main gets to her.
sends the air force to kill our goal is to raise awareness.
"The suffering they have
own people. It is the govern"Everybody should be to go through, no child should
ment that sends armies to aware of the genocide at ever go through," she said.
raid the villages," Abu Asal Darfur, and we are trying to
Mohamed Abdelrahman,
sl;lid. "Yes, it is as bad as this make students realize that another speaker at the event,
... and it is worse, but still, they do have the power to said that the young leaders
there's hope."
of today are the ones who
act," Robinson said.
Abu Asal and the memRobinson added that can contribute the most to
bers of the · Save Darfur action is the very thing that stopping the genocide.
Coalition, an international will bring peace to Darfur.
"Young people are the
organization representing
"We are letting Rwanda future of this world," Abdelmore than 130 million peo- happen again," Robinson rahman said. "They can have
FROM A1

}
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FACT1
More than two million innocent people have been forced
from their homes due to the Darfur Conflict.

1

FACTS
Although most non-government organizations say that
200,000 to 400,000 people have been killed in Darfur, the
Sudanese government claims that only about 9,000 have
died.

FACT3
More than 3.5 million people rely entirely on international
aid in order to survive.
FACT4
The Sudanese govemment,along with a militia group
called janjaweed, are responsible for this widespread killing,
raping,assault and village destruction.
FACTS
The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees,
Antonio Guterres,.has called tne Darfur Conflict"the largest
and most complex humanitarian problem on the globe."
FACT6
The UN's top humanitarian official has said that the conflict
is"going from real bad to catastrophic."

FACT9
Though its claim to not support the janjaweed, the
Sudanese government has provided money and assistance
to the militia group responsible for massacring ethnic
groups in Darfur.
FACT10
The United Nation has not called the killing in Darfur
"genocide."
FACT11
According to World Food Program, more th.an 355,000
people in the Darfur region have been cut off from food aid.

-WWW.DOSOMETHING.ORG

their voices heard, and they
are in a position to make

decisions. They just have to
understand that genocide is

Al

and prohibits Adams from e~mail." This was explained
removing UCF equipment to Adams in the letter notifyfrom the campus.
ing him of paid administraemplo~ent at UCF."
Any ahions that may pe
Adams also "obstructed . tive leave.
viewed as ~timidation of any the investigation process by
The two grievants listed
student, st\iff or faculty mem- deleting video files from a uni- in the investigation worked
ber, incl~<¥11g "a grievant or . versity-owned laptop comput- in the same office as Adams.
witness ~ this matter, will er" in his possession the day Adams had called the office,
result in disciplinary action," before the laptop was to be which was prohibited, but he
which involves the possibili- returned to the college, said it was an accidental dial.
ty of termination, the letter according to the letter. Some
A separate letter, sent to
states.
of the files were images with Adams by Interim Dean of the
Adams may not accept sexual references.
College of Health and Public
"direct or indirect" superviAdams was also instruct- Affairs Joyce Domer, informed
sory responsibilities of any ed to have "no contact or Adams of his requirement "to
"undergraduate
student communication with any enter into, and complete, anger
assistant, graduate student UCF student, faculty or staff management counseling. .
assistant, graduate research member." Huff-Corzine and
The counseling is offered
assistant, staff member or Associate Dean Melvin by the Employee Assistance
other faculty member."
Rogers were the only con- Program at no cost to Adams.
This investigation will be tacts offered to Adams with He is required to show proof
placed in Adams' evaluation the acceptable mediums of initiating anger managefile. The letter also stated being but not limited to ment counseling to Rogers
that his office will be moved "face-to-face
interaction, prior to his return to the unito Health and Public Affairs I telephone conversations or versity.

FACT7
The conflict has been going on since July 2003.

FACT2
At least 400,000 people have been killed.

7 tlisciplinary actions to be taken
FROM

'

11 FACTS ABOUT THE DARFUR CONFLICT

"[If] mappropriate

or pornographic
materials appear
in or on that
computer,
disciplinary action
will be taken."

not acceptable, and it goes
against humanity.

Depressed?
•
•
•
•
•

Feel Sad, Worthless or Guilty?
Trouble Eating or Sleeping?
No Motivation?
Difficulty Concentrating?
Feeling Downhearted or: Blue?

If you are experiencing any of these symptoms, you might be
Interested In a research study for adults, l 8- 70, who experience
depression. If you qualify, all study-related care and medication
will be provided, at no cost and you will be compensated for
time and travel, up to $950. As always, there is never an over
night stay, and health Insurance is not req uired . Call today to
sp eak to a qualified p rofessional who c an schedule your no
cost appointment within two to three days.

- IN ALETTER FROM
LIN HUFF-CORZINE

UCF ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT

Visitor info will.be tracked
FROM

'

•
•
•

Al

apartment information of the
resident ~hey are visiting.
Their driver's licenses and
vehicle information will be
tracked
"I feel a lot safer with the
gates. All guests that enter
the neighborhood have their
information taken down by
the guards, along with security cameras capturing everyone who enters and exits,"
said
junior
broadcast
journalism major Chelsea
Buck. "Just the fact that
everyone can see how strict
the security is now makes me
feel like there will be less
crime attempts.''
For the past few· years,
Pegasus Landing has been
notorious for crime among
UCF students. Despite the
rumors, many residents are
satisfied living in Pegasus
Landing.
"I feel like you're always
going to hear horror stories
about anywhere, but I definitely feel better with the
new security" said sophomore electrical engineering
major Darrell Zimmer. "After
more time, I could see how
effective the new security
really is."
Officials hope that as a
result of the additional security measures, residents will
feel more assured in knowing
that Pegasus Landing is a safe
community.
'We are committed to creating a safe and secure environment for our residents.
We have always offered security measures at Pegasus
Landing, because we have
always· taken the well-being
of our residents very seriously," officials said in the statement.
Pegasus Landing offers
numerous other security
measures to ensure the safety
of residents. Courtesy officers patrol the property regularly. The UCF police are also
on duty 24 hours a day; seven
days a week.
"I don't think the security
· ~worke d before.:. Anyone

Servers
Busser
Our upbeat environment

Hosts

and stron9 company

Hostesses

culture make the Elephant
Bar Restaurant the ideal
career choice for dynamic,

P.repCook
Line Cook
Dishwasher

hospitality-minded

Bartender
people. Come apply

Cocktail Server
to join our team!
Applications accepted in person and
interviews be9in 4.-17
VANESSA EZETA / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Bar codes like these are now on each resident's car and are scanned as the resident
drives into the complex. Pegasus Landing officials hope that residents will feel safer.

could get in, and there was a
pretty high crime rate," said
freshman nursing major
Marcie Hudak. "But I like the
new system and that there
are police patrolling the complex in cars, as well as on
bikes."
In addition, the property
has resident assistants in the
buildings who are trained on
the steps to take during
emergencies. Residents also
can call the Resident Hall
Auxiliary Pat~ol for escort

service.
"I never really felt unsafe
before the new security," said
senior radio-television major
Joe Manna. "The gates will
help in retrospect, but I think
most crime happens from
other people living here."
Although the gates provide more security on the
property, Pegasus Landing
still urges residents to take
the precautions necessary for
their personal safety and for
their belongings.
,

FOUR POINTS bV SHERATON
59O5 International Drive
Orlando, Fl 32819
* Studio One located off
the main lobbv
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Authorities say Brown on
Tuesday was carrying virtually everything needed to
make a pipe bomb in luggage
he checked for an Air
Jamaica flight to. Montego
Bay, Jamaica. Transportation
Security
Administration
officers searched his bags
after saying he was acting
strange.
Inside, acGording to court
documents, were galvanized
pipes and drilled end caps,
BBs, a model rocket ignitor,
batteries and bomb-making
instructions. Brown also
allegedly had two glass
vodka bottles containing the
chemical nitromethane, a
colorless liquid used as a
cleaning solvent and drag
racing fuel.
.
Authorities have emphasized he couldn't have used
the device on the airplane
even if he got through security. The unassembled materials would have been in
checked· luggage, inaccessible to Brown and other passengers.

Tampa jury finds man guilty
in samurai sword killing
TAMPA - A Tampa jury
has found a man guilty of
second-degree murder in a
samurai sword attack on his
estranged-wife's boyfriend.
Prosecutors said 47-yearold Willie Tarpley Jr. fatally
stabbed Lee Alexander
because he was enraged his
family had fallen apart.
Tarpley's
attorneys
argued their client simply
wanted to protect his young
daughters
from
the
boyfriend, who was a registered sex offender. They say
he didn't mean to kill him.
The attack took place
May 12 and authorities say
the samurai had a 42-inch
blade. Sentencing in the case
is set for April 23.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Senate rejects more travel
money for education board
DENVER - State senators
· rejected an attempt to restore ·
$36,500 to the Board of Education's travel budget during
Wednesday's debate on the
state's proposed $17.6 billion
budget. Lawmakers who
develop the state budget voted
to slash the board's $60,00Q
travel budget by about half last
month after reports of lavish
spending that included expensive meals, themed catering
and valet parking.
Records obtained by The
.Associated Press showed the
ele~ted eight-member panel
took 17 state employees,
including themselves, and 11
others to dine at a restaurant in
Telluride that cost taxpayers
$2,028. It was part of the
board's mandate to meet in
outlying areas of the state to
understand local . officials'
problems and issues.
According to board records,
chairwoman Pamela Jo Suckla
paid $60 for valet parking
while staying at the .Broadmoor for a conference held by
the Colorado Association of
School Boards in November
2006. The three nights she
_~ t at the hotel cost $645.
. - SeIL Sue Wmdels, D-Arvada, tried to restore funding to
the board by cutting $36,500 in
funding from two community
colleges that receive local tax
support in additiop to state
money - Aims Community
College and Colorado Mountain College. Wmdels said the
unpaid board members didn't
get to choose where the school
board association held its
meeting and they need to be
able to travel around the state
to attend meetings.
.
According to board records,
Suckla spent $26,000 for travel
expenses and Evie Hudak
claimed $11,316.
Suckla said her expenses
were higher than other members' because she has to commute 385 miles at least once a
month from her home in Slick
Rock on the Western Slope,
rent cars and stay in hotels,
while other board members
live along the Front Range.
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Speaker: Women should

get tested for HPV virus
LIANI RAMOS
Contributing Writer

GREG BAKER/ ASSOCIATED PRESS

Petitioners chant outside the Beijing No. 1 People's Intermediate Court in Beijing
Thursday. Chinese civil rights activist Hu Jia was sentenced to 3 1/2 years in prison.

Chinese activist sentenced to
more than three years in prison

Bemanke, other government
officials defend Bear Steams

BEIJING - An outspoken Chinese civil rights
activist was sentenced
Thursday to 3 1/2 years in
prison
on
subversion
charges, a ruling that drew
international
criticism
ahead of the Beijing
Olympics.
Hu Jia, 34, is the most
prominent activist to be
tried and sentenced in a
recent ongoing clampdown
on dissent.
He has been involved in
key civil liberties issues,
from HIV/AIDS awareness
tQ environmental rights. In
recent years, while largely
under house arrest, he has
served as a hub linking
activists across China with
the outside world
Hu was convicted of
charges of "inciting subversion of state power," based
on Internet articles he had
written and interviews he
gave to foreign media, said
his lawyer, Li Fangping.
Beijing routinely uses the
charge of subversion to
imprison dissidents for
years. Hu had pleaded not
guilty.
Hu has 10 days to appeal
the sentence but that decision has not yet been made,
Li said.
Hu was calm and poised
at the sentencing at the Beijing No. 1 People's Intermediate Court, for which he
was "emotionally prepared,"
his lawyer said. No diplomats or journalists were
allowed inside the courtroom during the trial,
though his wife and mother
were present.
The court verdict said
"Hu spread malicious
rumors, and committed libel
in ·an attempt to subvert the
state's political power and
socialist system," according
to the official Xinhua News
Agency.
Hu's wife, activist Zeng
Jinyan, said the police had
been watching her around
the clock, making her even
more worried about her husband's safety.
"If they can treat me like
this so brazenly without any
legal·means, I can't imagine
what they'll do next to me
and Hu Jia when no one's
watching. I'm terrified,'' she
told The Associated Press
outside her home.

WASHINGTON - The
Federal Reserve moved to
assist a Wall Street inv-estment bank on the brink of
bankruptcy to prevent a failure that could have dealt
serious consequences to the
U.S. economy, Federal
Reserve Chairman Ben
Bernanke said Thursday.
Bernanke was the top
witness at a hearing called to
examine whether the Fed
was justified in providing up
to $30 billion to facilitate the
sale of Bear Stearns Cos. to
JP Morgan Chase & Co.
The nation's fifth largest
investment bank became the
biggest victim of a severe
credit crunch that has roiled
markets since last August
and made it harder for consumers and businesses to
get credit.
Democrats on the Senate
Banking Committee said
they wanted to find out what
pressures the Bush administration had brought to close
the sale and whether big
investment banks were getting preferential treatment
over millions of Americans
in danger of defaulting on
their mortgages.
Dodd said he planned to
focus on a period of 96 hours
including the weekend of
March 15-16, in which the
federal government took
unprecedented actions to
"stabilize our markets, to
infuse· them with liquidity
and fo prevent additional
firms from being swept
under the riptide of panic
that threatened to have
taken hold."
While members of the
panel were generally supportive ofthe decisions, Sen.
Jim Bunning, R-Ky., asked,
"How big do you have to be
to be too big to fail? ... Who
let our financial system
become so fragile that one
failure jeopardizes the
health of the entire system?"
Bernanke said that if Bear
Stearns had been allowed to
fail, it would h"-ve led to a
"~haotic unwinding'' of Bear
Stearns investments held by
individuals and other fmancial institutions.
Bernanke testified on a
panel that also included
Treasury Undersecretary
Robert Steel, Christopher
Cox, _c hairman of the Securities and Exchange Commission, and Timothy Geithner,
the head of the Fed's New
York Regional Bank.

NATO membership unlikely
for Georgia, Ukraine
BUCHAREST, Romania
- France and Germany
were poised Thursday to
thwart a drive by President
Bush to place the strategically important B~ck Sea, states
of Ukraine and Georgia on
track for NATO membership
at a tense alliance summit.
NATO officials also said
the alliance decided not to
invite Macedonia to joiIL
Latvian President Valdis
Zatlers said NATO leaders
have agreed, however, to let
the country join once it
resolves a name dispute with
Greece.
Greece has a northern
province that is also called
Macedonia and . contends
the former Yugoslav republic's insistence on being
known
as
Macedonia
implies a territorial claim.
Macedonian
official
Nikola Dimitrov has told
The Associated Press that
NATO's rejection is "a huge
disappointment" and will
undermine stability in the
Balkans.
Senior U.S. officials said
Thursday that NATO leaders agreed to fully endorse
United
States
missile
defense plans for Europe
and urge Russia to drop its
objections to the system.

From her own personal
experience, Lisa Fedrowitz, a
sociology major, spoke about
the importance of women getting annual pap smears and
cervical cancer s.c reenings.
"It was painful treatment,"
Fedrowitz said, "but it's better
than having cancer.'"
.
As she urged women to get
tested, the majority of the 20
people in the room applauded
in agreement.
·
Fedrowitz was one of the
speakers present at the HPV:
Help Prevent the Virus ·
brunch. presented by the Student Advocacy Committee on
Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the Pegasus Ballroom.
The event ·w as to raise
awareness of the human papillomavirus (HPV), which is a
sexually transmitted infection
(STI) that infects the skin and
mucous membranes of the
genital area.
Fedrowitz spoke about the
importance of getting annual
pap smears and screenings to
increase the chance of fmding
any abnorn'lal cells before they
become cancerous.
Roxanne McCormac, who
spoke at the brunch, cited the
American Cancer Society,
which recommends that all
women should begin cervical
cancer testing three years

'IMPORTANT INFO ABOUT GARDASIL
HPVTypes 16 and 18 cause 70 percent of cervical cancer cases,and HPV
Types 6 and 11 cause 90 percent of genital warts cases.
Gardasil may not fully protect everyone and does not prevent all cypes of
cervical cancer,so it is important to continue regular cervical cancer
screenings.
Anyone who is allergic to the ingredients of Gardasif should not receive the
vaccine.Gardasil is not for women who are pregnant.
Gardasil will not treat cervical cancer and genital warts and will not protect
against diseases caused by other HPV types.
Gardasil is given as three injections over six months and can cause pain,
swelling, itching and redness at the injection site, fever, nausea and dizziness.
-WWW.GARlfSIL.COM

after they become sexually
active but no later than 21
years old
McCormac, a community
outreach nurse at the M.D.
Anderson Cancer Center,
echoed the same sentiments
that Fedrowitz expressed and
advocated for the HPV vaccine, Gardasil.
There are more than 100
types of HPV, and Gardasil
protects against four of them
that cause 70 percent of cervical cancer and genital warts.
McCormac said right now
the vaccine isn't extremely
accessible, mainly due to
costs, but that over time insurance companies will decide
that it is cheaper to cover the
vaccine than treat for cancer
'in the future.
The brunch was part of the

Sexual Health A areness
Week event hosted y VOX:
Voices for Planne Parenthood, a reproducti e health
and rights awareness oup on
campus that sets up t bles outside ofthe Student U ·on with
different informati n about
HPV, HIV/AIDS
d other
STis.
HPV is the most ommon
sexually transmitted · ection, ·
according to to the Department of Health and Human
Services.
The virus can i ect the
genital areas of en and
women. Most peo le who
have HPV don't ev n know
that they are infecte
The Student Heal Center
has the vaccination available.
Call the Health Center at 407823-5841
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Pennsylvania fire kills len
DANIEL LOVERING
Associated Press

BROCKWAY, Pa - A predawn fire engulfed a western
Pennsylvania home where
three generations of the same
family lived Thursday, killing
10 people, most of them children, while the patriarch
worked an overnight shift.
Authorities identified the
dead as a 40-year-old woman
and nine people under 20,
including two infants. Most of
the younger ones were children or grandchildren of the
woman, Kimberly Peterson.
Two members of the family
escaped, including a young
woman who jumped from the ·
second floor and ran naked
and screaming for help, officials said. The roaring flames
melted the siding on a neighboring house.
Fire Chief Kris Benson said
the front of the house was
ablaze when he arrived at 2:50
a.m. and tried to enter through
a side door, but was forced
back by smoke and flames.
"This fire had a very, very
good jump on us,'' the chief
said.
Jaime Hynds, a newspaper
editor who lives across the
street from the home, said she
was awakened at about 2:30
a.m. by a naked woman shouting for help. The woman
jumped from the second floor
and ran to Hynds' home,
according to her newspaper,
The
Courier-Express
of

DuBois.
Peterson's husband, Douglas Peterson Jr., was at work in
a nearby town when he
learned about the fire. He
arrived around 4 a.m. at the
house on a main drag lined
with several other single-family homes, officials said
'We know everybody, so it's
.like losing one of your own,''
said William Hrinia, mayo:r: of
the rural town of about 2,000
set among rolling hills ·and
farmland 80 miles northeast of
Pittsburgh.
Many residents work at the
town's glass manufacturing
plant, Owens -Brockway Glass
Containers, now part of
Owens-illinois Inc. Doug
Peterson Jr. worked for the
company until a few years ago.
All 10 victims were found
inside the house. State police
identified them as Peterson;
Rebecca Peterson, 17, and her
daughter Kaylin Watson, 4
months; Douglas Peterson III,
13; Isaac Peterson, 8; Grace
Peterson, 6; Lillian Peterson, 11
months; Dominic Delullo, 4,
Desirre Delullo, 2, the children
of Elizabeth Peterson, 20, who
survived; and Jason Mowry, 19,
a family friend
·
James Peterson, 11, also survived, authorities said
"They were a tight family
and they all took care of each
other. That's who they were
and that's what makes it so
sad," family friend Carol Paruso said, speaking through tears.
"They liked to go to church

and do family things."
Letter carrier ill Fustini,
who liv,es nearby an;'d delivered
mail to the home, said his dog
woke him up around 2:30 a.m.
When he saw the smoke, he
called his son, a firefighter,
who told him the home had
gone up in flames.
"There was a little girl living
in that house and she met me
every day and she was the
sweetest thing,'' Fustini said
The fire's cause remains
under investigation but is not
considered suspicious. There
were space heaters in the
home, state police J:J. Scott
Neal said. Authorities did not
immediately know ifthe house
had working smoke detectors.
Firefighters brought in
wood beams to fortify the
structure. The house's facade
was charred, leaving a view of
the inside of the home, remnants of a front porch an.d a
lopsided stove. Two children's
bicycles sat in the rubble.
Amy Glasl, principal of
Brockway Elementary School,
who grew up with Doug Peterson Jr., said he had come from
a large family himsel£ Kimberly Peterson was a homemaker,
she·said
Glasl said three children in .
the family attended her school;
two died.
"They loved their kids,
obviously. They had a lot of
them,'' she said. "They didn't
have a whole lot (materially),
but they had each other and
that's what made them happy."

1

.

Suicide bomber attacks
checkpoint near Mosul; 7 killed
BAGHDAD - The Iraqi
military says a suicide
bomber has attacked a
checkpoint near Mosul,
killing seven people and
wounding 12.
The U.S. military confirms the Wednesday night
attack but puts the toll at five
dead and 19 wounded
The blast occurred in the
Addayah area about 20 miles
west of Mosul while Iraqi
soldiers were checking vehicles.
The dead include a
woman and a 5-year-old
child
Mosul is believed to be
the last major urban center
where al-Qaida maintains a
substantial presence.
Earlier Wednesday, Iraqi
soldiers rolled through· a
Shiite militia stronghold in
Basra, drawing scattered
bombs and bullets that
wounded a camera operator
for a U.S.-funded TV station
and narrowly missed the
commander of government
troops in the city.
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Afirefighter stands in front of the house where a fire killed as many as 10 people in Brockway, Pa., Thursday. Three generations-of the
same family lived in the house. The patriarch of the family was at work at the time. Most of those found dea6,were said to be children.!,
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Play ends on cliff-hanger
FROM

Al

can't understand southerners and their attitudes
toward blacks. Everything
about the town and its people makes him uncomfortable, and it is evident even
to his Georgian wife,
Lucille.
Mary Phagan, a 13-yearold girl, is found raped and
murdered., Her friend,
whom she 'was supposed to
meet at the movies that day,
tells the P<1lice that she was
going to Jl>ick up her pay
from the factory where
Frank was working alone.
Officers arrest the black
factory night guard, Newt
Lee, and the factory's
owner, Frank, as suspects.
Maree:ica
Lodge,
an
interpersonal organizational
communications major, said
she saw the show as a
requirement for a class.
"I felt like they tried to
prosecute anyone who wasn't like th.em," Lodge said.
The authorities soon
release Lee, but prosecutor

Hugh Dorsey takes Frank to
trial for the murder and rape
of Phagen. The police interview Jim Conley, who works
at the factory as a janitor.
After he admits that Frank
would never harm anyone,
the cops threaten to send
him back to jail because he's
an escaped felon.
Conley agrees to testify,
and his song, "That's What
He Said," along with the testimonies of the other witnesses, lands Frank in
prison. At the end of Act I,
Frank is found guilty and
receives the death penalty.
Jae Oh, a molecular and
microbiology major, said he
didn't know if Frank was
guilty or not.
"I couldn't really determine it," Oh said. "I thought
he was guilty from the part
he acted out, but from what
he said, I thought he was
innocent."
The play goes into the
ups and downs and twists
and turns of a usual courtroom drama.
Shayla
Shack,
an

interdisciplinary studies
major, said she was really
touched by the ending.
Shack said there was a
part in the ending that made
the play spiritual.
"It made the play about
something greater," Shack
said.
The
production
of
Parade ended on a cliffhanger as the murderer was
never revealed, but anyone
who sees the show can try
to guess who committed the
crime.
Senior Chadet Aleem, a
theater studies major, said
she sees this musical as an
important piece of history.
"There's so much historical stuff we don't know,"
Aleem said. "We can learn
from this situation, and I'm
going to go and look it up
because it fascinates me."
Parade will be playing
until April 6 with shows at
8 p.m. on Friday and Saturday and 2 p.m. on Sunday.
For more information, call
the box office at 407-8231500.

GREGORY TERRITO / CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

left to right: Yaniv Zarif (lead, plays Leo Frank), Daniel Jones (Luther Rosser) and Colin Bryson (Frankie and Young Soldier).
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PADRICK BREWER
Sports Editor

C-USA:
Mo
BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

Even with all of its struggles
in Conference USA play, the
UCF Baseball team could always
count on padding its win total
against non-conference opponents. But right now, the Knights
can't beat anyone, even on their
home turf. They dropped their
fourth straight game with a 6-4
loss to Florida Gulf Coast University on Wednesday. That
came one day after what was
arguably the team's worst defeat
of the season, a 17-4 thrashing at
the hands of South Florida
The Knights (22-8 overall, 2-4
in C-USA) couldn't get much of
anything going against Eagles
starting pitcher Casey Coleman
on Wednesday. He entered the
game with a 6.92 earned run
average, but he limited the
Knights to one run over eight
innings. The Knights left at
least one runner on base in
every inning, but they continued their lack of
clutch hitting as they
entered the ninth
inning trailing 6-1.
"Some games,
we're hitting the
ball right at people and some
games,
we're
chasing
bad

pitches," UCF first baseman
Shane Brown said. "It's just
tough, but we've got to keep battling through it and we'll come
out ofit."
The Knights were probably
happy to not see Coleman on the
mound for the ninth as they got
a couple of runners on base to
start an inning, once again But
this time, they actually got the
hits they needed to bring them
home. With runners on first and
second and one out, Colin
Arnold singled softly to left
field to drive in Brandon Romans.
FGCU pitcher
Derek Shaw was
called for a balk
one pitch later,
which moved
the

NEXT GAME

Today, 7:30 p.m. IHouston
Knights' runners up to second
and third Brown, who leads the
team in RBIs, drove them both
in with a single up the middle to
cut UCF's deficit to 6-4.
It was the most life that the
Knights had shown at the plate
during this losing streak
and brought the tying
run to the plate.
While they came up
short after the next
two hitters were
retired,
they
hope that one
inning can get
them turned
around as
they head
into a C-

USA series at Houston this
weekend
"It can't go on like this,'' UCF
coach Jay Bergman said "Sooner or later, we'll break out of it. I
know it's hard on the players. It
just ain't happening right now."
The Knights thought they
had the perfect matchup to beat
the Eagles as they sent left-handed pitcher Brian Griggs to the
mound to face a lineup with six
left-handed batters. But that supposed advantage disappeared
quickly when Griggs suffered a
left arm injury in the first inning.
Pitching coach Craig Cozart
said Griggs was feeling some
discomfort and experiencing
muscle spasms in his pitching
arm Tuesday, but after a massage, the team thought the problem was gone. Bergman called
the injury a triceps strain and
said he doesn't know how long
Griggs will be sidelined
"It's a shame with Griggs and
what happened, but that's the
PLEASE SEE

INJURIES ON A?

GETS YOUR FACT STRAIGHT
PITCHING AFIT
For the second straight game, UCF's
starting pitcher did not make it out of
the second inning. In Tuesday's game
against South Florida, Caleb Graham
pitched 1.1 innings and on Wednesday,
Brian Griggs could not make it through
the first inning due to an injury to his
throwing arm.
STREAKING THE WRONG WAY
After having winning streaks of eight
and 11 games, the Knights have now
lost four straight and have been
outscored 43-11 during that span.

HITTING AWALL
During the four-game losing streak, the
Knights' bats have quieted down. They
have hit just .243 over the past four
games.They were hitting a whopping
.324 in the previous 26 games.
BRANCA-ITIS
Freshman infielder Stephen Branca
started his first game of the year when
he started at third base Wednesday.
ADOUBLE-DOUBLE

Evan Stobbs has 11 at bats and 17.2
innings pitched this season.

SHANNA FORTIER / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF's Matt Manning pitched 2 innings in Wednesday's loss to Florida Gulf
Coast. He allowed 4 runs on 6 hits, and he also struck out 3 batters. ·

tha
Mem his
You have heard 'tall
before.
Conference US is just
no good.
It's the same re rise of
the conference's m?tto:
Mediocrity lives h«:ye,
There is a d e ! of quality competition, th talent
isn't there and bl blah,
blah.
It was used ag · st the
UCF Football team during
its most recent run to the
Liberty Bowl.
And it has been used to
qualify Memphis' run
through the NCAA Tournament and how P,ie Tigers
were supposed to be the
one No. l seed that would
fall.
Well, it really should
come as no surprise that
Memphis has advanced to
the Final Four, and it will be
even less surprising when
the Tigers win their remaining two games by an average of 22 points, starting
with the University of California-Los Angeles.
You heard it here first.
But it's not just the
Tigers that are representing
C-USA well in the postseason.
No sir, the Tulsa Golden
Hurricane have also been
dominating the college basketball landscape.
Yes, that's right. Those
Tulsa Golden Hurricane.
Talk about the perfect
storm.
Tulsa is just one of two
teams in the history of college basketball to win at
least four games in the College Basketball Invitational.
Granted, there has only
been one CBI in the history
of college basketball, but
dwelling on that reinforces
what is said about C-USA.
What is important to
focus on, rather, is how Joey
Dorsey is going to do to
Kevin Love exactly what he
did to Greg Oden last year.
Wait, I mean, he is going
to do to Love what he said
he was going to do to Oden
last year.
And who cares about
~dre Allen being suspendPLEASE SEE

TULSA ON A?

Dean and Kime shine in win
Knights' streak·
reaches 13 straight
MELISSA HEYBOER
Editor-in-Chief

Most teams conquer winning
streaks with tight games, close
plays and near misses.
The UCF Softball team, however, isn't like most teams. Sure,
the drive, dedication and desire
is there, but lately the Knights
have made thirteen consecutive
wins look downright easy.
And a 7-0 triumph at North
Florida Wednesday is just
another example.
UCF has outscored its opponents 67-19 during the streak and
has held its opponent to one run
or less in nine of those games.
Wednesday, junior Lindsey
Dean stole the show by ripping a
grand slam in the sixth inning en
route to the Knights' seventh
consecutive win at home.
Allison Kime earned the win
for UCF in her seventh shutout
ofthe year. In her 18th win of the
season, Kime allowed just two

GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT
KIME AND KIME AGAIN
UCF senior pitcher Allison Kime has started the last two games on the mound for the
Knights. She has allowed one run in those 15 innings,allowing eight hits and striking
out 21 batters. Kime has won 11 consecutive decisions dating back to a 3--0 win over
Liberty on March 12. In her last 73 innings pitched, she has allowed six earned runs and
racked up 96 strikeouts.
UP NEXT
Even though they will be playing at home,The Knights will have a difficult task if they
want to continue their 13-game win streak this weekend, as they will hold a three-game series versus No.9 Houston.The Cougars are 31-4and 9--0 in Conference USA this
season. They have won six consecutive games, in which they have outscored their
opponents 44-6.
hits, while striking out ll Lady
Osprey batters.
Both teams were held scoreless through five innings until
the Knights exploded for seven
runs in the top of the sixth
inning.
Abby McClain started off the
inning with a single to left field,
which was followed by a single
from Marquita Council to put
runners on first and second.
After a pop out from Tiffany
Lane, ;f3reanne Javier reached

base on a fielder's choice, loading the bases.
Things started to look bad for
the Knights, as Hillary Barrow
popped out to shortstop for the
second out of the inning. But,
Lexi Gresham would get hit by a
full-count pitch to score
McClain from third for the first
run of the game.
An RBI single up the middle
from Kime scored Council, and
' PLEASE SEE

DEAN ON A?

ANDY JACOBSOHN / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF pitcher Allison Kime limited the North Florida Lady Ospreys to just 2 hits in UCF's 7-0
victory Wednesday. Sh.corded 11 strikeouts en route to her 1f«h win this season.
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Tulsa wants to be champs, too
FROM

f'

A6

ed for the Final Four
because of a failed drug test?
It's not like UCLA has the
guard play to make the
Tigers pay.
Second-team All-Pac-10
selection Darren Collison
and third-teamer Russell
Westbrook just really aren't
that good. What teams are
even in the Pac-10? Where's
the competition in that conference?
Have all you with westcoast biases heard of a little
someone called Paullus
Packevicius? How about
Sai'Quon Stone?
Those are what I call
ballplayers.
Facts are facts, man.

,r'

When all the dust settles,
Derrick Rose and Chris
Douglas-Roberts will have
conference company as
tournament champions:
Jerome Jordan - not to be
confused with Jerome James
- and Ben Uzoh.
Speaking of which, Memphis may have the better
team, but Tulsa crushes
them in Quality Name Percentage Index.
Anyway, all this means is
that once all is said and
done, C-USA will boast the
No. 1 and the No. 98 teams in
the county, using the evertechnical "tournament
results" poll.
Take that, Pacific 10.
So forget about all the terrible and mediocre teams in

C-USA - Rice, SMU, ECU,
Tulane, Marshall and UCF
- and realize that five
squads made tournaments
this season.
That's 42 percent of the
conference. I would like to
see any other conference in
the country match that.
In all seriousness though,
for all the crap we, the
media, tend to throw at CUSA, some teams are actually stepping up and proving
us all wrong.
So when Tulsa takes on
Bradley tonight at 8 on
CSTV and Memphis faces
the Bruins at 6:07 p.m. Saturday, you should be watching.
Because that's the only
excitement you can get from
C-USA basketball.

Dean hits her first grand slam
FROM

A6

SHANNA FORTIER / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF catcher Brandon Romans attempts to tag Florida Gulf Coast first baseman Jason Peacock in the 3rd inning of the Knights' 6-4 loss
Wednesday. Peacock was safe, and his run was part of a 4-run inning that saw the Eagles jump out to a 5-0 lead.

Injuries hurt UCF depth
A6

pulled from the game. Both of
the runners that relief pitchway this run has been," ers Evan Stobbs inherited
Bergman said. "It's been a scored, giving Graham a line
strange stretch. I've never of five earned runs in 1.1
seen anything like it ever. innings.
...Nobody's feeling sorry for
''That just set the tone for
us."
everybody," Bergman said
Matt Manning replaced about Graham's start. "Don't
Griggs and gave up a couple of point fingers at anybody, but it
singles that scored the Eagles' all starts on the mound,
first run of the game. Manning whether you're winning or
was still in the game when losing, it doesn't make any difColeman came to the plate in ference. Very poor performthe third inning with the bases ance."
loaded and one out. Coleman
A tired Stobbs didn't prohelped his own cause as he vide much relief as he permitcrushed a ball into the gap in ted the Bulls to six more runs
right-center field, which in 1.2 innings of work. The
brought all three runners Knights trailed 12-1 by the end
home. One batter later, Robert of the third.
Greene singled to right field Three of the first four
his first hit of the season - to pitchers the Knights used
drive in Coleman and extend against the Bulls didn't last
the Eagles' lead to 5-0.
more than two innings.
The Knights didn't even
As much criticism is given
have a chance to make a to the offense, Bergman said
comeback against the Bulls on the key to turning his team
Tuesday. South Florida struck around is simple: The Knights
for two runs before an out was need a starting pitcher to last
recorded and led 4-0 by the seven innings. But that hasn't
end of the top of the first happened since March 17
inning.
when Mitch Houck pitched
UCF starting pitcher Caleb the first seven innings of a noGraham got a strikeout to hitter.
start the second, but after a
It was a sad scene for the
fielding error from third base- Knights that was made even
man Chris Duffy and a double sadder by the fact that a
by Junior Carlin, he was record number of people
FROM

came out to cheer them on
against their arch rival. The
attendance of 2;397 broke the
previous school and stadium
record of 2,170, set during the
first game in Jay Bergman
Field history against Florida
International on Feb. 3, 2001. It
was also just the second time
that UCF Baseball had a home
game with more than 2,000
fans.
"Great crowd, great enthusiasm,'' Bergman said. "I'm
extremely disappointed for
our fans that came out in such
good numbers to play the way
we did."
The Knights hope to get
turned around when they go
on the road for a three-game
series against the Cougars (1610, 2-1), which starts tonight.
The Knights have lost four of
their six conference games
this season and have been
outscored 32-11 in their past
four. But Bergman knows that
a team's fortunes can change
quickly.
"It's going to take a hit at
the right time and someone
on the mound to step up and
say 'Hey, I'm going to shut
this crap down.'" he said
Tonight's and Saturday's
game will start at 7:30 p.m.
Sunday's series finale is
scheduled to begin at 2 p.m.

then a walk to Snapp brought
Javier home for the Knights
second and third runs.
With two outs and the
bases still loaded, Dean homered to left field for her first
career grand slam and her
fourth home run of the season.
The homer gave the Knights
their commanding 7-0 lead.
Cat Snapp led the Knights

at the plate going 2-for-2 with
an RBI and a run scored. Six
UCF batters had hits in the
game.
Despite a successful run so
far, the Knights' real test will
come this weekend when they
face national powerhouse and
Conference USA leader, No. 9
Houston, for a three-game
series that begins Saturday in
Orlando.
Houston enters the series

with a perfect 9-0 record in
conference action and a
remarkable 31-4 overall mark.
Of the Cougars' four losses
this season, two have come
against Texas A&M, along
with a 5-3 loss to DePaul and a
1-0 loss to Virginia -:ru'ch.
Saturday's doubleheader
will start at 1 p.m. and 3 p.m.,
respectively. First pitch Sunday will be at noon at the UCF
Softball Complex.

PALMER
HOMES

I

NEW TOWN HOMES NEAR CAMPUS

STARTING AT $168,400
1,500 SQJT. LIVING - 3BR. 2_SB - ENCLOSED
GARAGE - SECURITY SYSTEM - NEW APPLIANCES
INCLUDING WASHER AND DRYER.
ALL CLOSING COSTS PAID!

IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY
~~[]IDifil~
(!JII]~~[D
@]Tuill]~ ©J] ~ u i l l l )

CALL FRANK O'BRIEN
406-456-0547

MODELS OPEN DAILY

MARKET RESEARCH
TELEPHONE INTERVIEWER

Conducting opinion
research from professional
Winter Park office
NEVER SALES
• Mostly evening hrs 5-9 pm
• Must be at our office by 5pm
• Off Friday and Saturday nights
• About 16-20 hours/wk
• $8 & up

Call Donna
407-671-7143
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(next to Hooters)
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New sculpture to be unveiled at sunset today
WILLIAM RICHARDS
Staff Writer

Its name is 'Wmd Dancer" - a pegasus in
perpetual motion. From its new home on the
lawn of the Burnett Honors College, Mindy
Colton's sculpture is living up to its name.
Alvin Wang, dean of the Burnett Honors
College, selected Colton's pegasus to commemorate the college's 10th anniversary.
Wind Dancer's official unveiling will take
place at sunset today during the celebration.
"I think the sculpture has an attitude of
grace and uplifting spirit/' Wang said
Colton said she chose the name Wmd
Dancer as a romantic reflection of the sculpture's motion.
''People tell me that all of my art moves:'
Colton said "A lot ofpeople do hotses that are
static."
She said her favorite aspects of Wind
PHOTOS BY ANDY JACOBSOHN/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Dancer are the lines and shapes that imply the 'Wind Dancer" was made by artist Mindy Colton and selected by Dean Alvin Wang for the Burnett Honors College.
sculpture's action.
''It never occurredto me to sell the sculptures,
As Colton went through her portfolio of
Colton said she had a little talent for art and
horse statues, she indicated the movement in her parents decided she had a lot of talent. but people started buying them," Colton said
The Burnett Honors College is one of
pieces such as "Leap of Faith,'' "Close Colton has been developing her skills as an
artist since she was 4 years old She attended Colton's many patrons. Part of what attracts
Encounter'' and ''The Long Walk."
''I like moving forward a lot,'' Colton said Parsons The New School for Design, received collectors to Colton's sculptures is the materi"This one's stepping offinto infmity; this one's her bachelor of fme arts degree from Wash- als she uses to create them.
"It's very extremely expensive,'' Colton
leaping. I guess a lot has to do with talcing a ington University in St. Louis and spent a year
in San Miguel de Allende, Mexico.
said ''That's .why you're not going to see a lot
chance."
She said she started riding horses at sum- of pieces like [Wmd Dancer) around"
Colton primarily sculpts horses. Her studio is full of horses, ceramics, bronzes and mer camp in Central Park when she was 6
Wind Dancer is composed of marinegrade aluminum. One sheet of aluminum
waxes. She said it looks like a bomb exploded years old
"I always liked horses:· Colton said ''But
She took classes at the Metropolitan Muse- costs $1,000, and the same metal is used in
people would say, 'Mindy, can't you do any- um of Art and studied with private painters in boats and aircraft. Marine-grade aluminum
thing else?'"
New York For a time, Colton worked at Lock- also won't turn white or become pitted from
She compared her experience to a left- heed Martin and also in UCF's public weathering, but it isn't hurricane proo£
"I explained that to them right up front,"
handed kid who has been forced to write with relations department.
"I was one ofthe people who was the coor- Colton said "Don't leave that thing out in a
her right hand Colton said that after enough
hurricane."
criticism, she dropped horses from her art for dinating force in UCF's logo," she said
Colton said she was thinking about hurriFinally; after quitting all her jobs, Colton
a while.
Colton grew up in New York City, and her said she decided to begin sculpting horses canes when she began creating a piece called
"Embrace.'' In that sculpture, horses are hudparents were art supporters and collectors. again.
"I had come full circle," she said "I got to dled together in an effort to protect one anothShe said her godfather was a successful artist
and the art director for Rockethe point where I could do anything I wanted er, as horses do during storms. They are so
Nobody could say I couldn't, because I didn't close together that they merge and become
feller Center.
one.
r
care if they liked it or not."
"I was always hanging
Colton said she chooses horses to display
Colton said she never wanted to become
around all these artists,''
a painter, so she started sculpting after her concepts because she sees, them as pure
Colton said. '½nd when I
training to work with bronze. She said the entities.
was little, because my par"
"I think they're one of the most beautiful
horse sculptures just came out of her.
ents were collectors, we
Soon, her work was on exhibit and win- things God put on this earth," she said.
were always going
''They're free, independent, honest, wild and
ning awards.
to all the
noble."
openAs a public work, Colton hopes that each
ings."
individual who views Wmd Dancer will draw
their own impressions. Wang's impression
wasn't far from Colton's concept when he
selected Wmd Dancer to symbolize the Burnett Honors College's principles.
"It is Pegasus, which is UCF,"
Wang said. "Reach for the
stars."
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The sculpture is composed
ofmarine-grade
aluminum that won't tum
white or become pitted
from weathering.
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Boutiques are the place for unique garb
taken care of at the same time.
~beautyspotinc.com

tique shopping. Here are a few of my favorites.

PATRICIA WEIGEL
Staff Writer

Thread

Drillbit Taylor
(PG·13) 4:15p,8:10, 10:45
Open Captioned Showtimes: 12JOp

Shutter
(PG·13) 12:40p, 2:SO, S:05, 7:10, 9:40, 12:0Sa

Tyler Perry's Meetthe Browns
(PG·13) 12:45p, 3:40, 7:SS, 10:20, 12:SSa

l..eathemeads
(PG·13) 12:10p. 1:00, 2:55, 4:20, 7:20, 8:00. 10:00,
10:40, 12:3Sa

Dr.Suess'Horton HearsaWho!
(G) 1:15p, 4:00, 6:50. 9:35, 11:50
Digital Projection Showtimes: 12:2Sp, 2:45, 5:00,
7:50, 10:40

Never Bade Down
(PG·13) 3:45, 10:05, 12:3Sa

10,000 B.C.
(PG· 13) 12:40p. 3:50, 7:25, 10:55

TheBankJob
(R) 1:0Sp, 7:05

College Road Trip
(G) 12:0Sp. 2:30,4:25, 6:55, 9:45, 11:55

Nim's Island
(PG) 12:00p, 12:50, 2:20, 3:50,4:40, 7:30, 8:10, 9:50,
10:30, 12:10a, 12:50

21
(PG--13) 12:15p, 1:00. 3:35, 4:45, 7:00. 7:50, 9:50,
10:35. 12:40a

Who doesn't like shopping? OK, I know - a lot of
people. But I like shopping enough to count for probably more individuals than I would like to say.
There is something about browsing a store with
an iced, grande, non-fat, chai latte in hand that has the
power to bring a smile to my face no matter how terrible my day has been. I could shop for days and, for
the sake of keeping these columns honest, I have.
Now, before you .go thinking, "Well, sure, who
wouldn't love to go spend money all day and build a
fabulous wardrobe?" (like the one I wrote about last
week), the catch is that I do not buy. The most money
I spend on one of my weekly shopping trips is the $3
and change that my latte costs.
There are a number of reasons for this. The first,
and most important, being that my parent's receive
my account balance in the mail each month before I
can get my hands on it. The second reason is that, as .
strange as it may sound, I worry that if I start buying
clothes all the time, my shopping trips could become
jaded. It is kind of like when you buy this fabulous top·
and you are so excited because it is so you, and then
you see 10 people walking down the street wearing
the same top who don't happen to be "so you."
The key to keeping my shopping trips from losing
their luster and to avoiding looking like the stylistic
twin of every other person on the street lies in bou-

My favorite boutique in Orlando is actually in
Winter Park. It is called
Tirread, and it has fantastic clothes by big-name
designers such as Tory
Burch and others that
you may not have heard
much about, such as
Calypso. This one is
probably the most pricey
on the list, so either be, prep ed to just browse or
save your pennies before visiting.
www.threadwinterpark.com

The Beauty Spot
The Beauty Spot in Waterford Lakes is a one-stop
shop for clothes, f'mgers
and toes. What I mean by
that is they have a clothirig boutique as well as a
beauty salon where they
give manicures, pedicures, massages and
waxes. It is a great place
to go for a girl's day out
because you can buy your
outfit for that night and get all your beauty needs

Downtown Divas
Right across the street
from UCF is Downtown
Divas, which I discovered
when one of my friends
came home with a great
floor-length, halter dress
that was under $50. Sold!
www.downtowndivas.com

Stalhi
Stalhi in Waterford
Lakes is , packed with
clothes. Ifyou need something to wear and have a
pretty decent amount of
cash in your pocket, Stalhi
will be able to fix you up.
They have designers such
as Juicy Couture and
Lacoste as well as a ton of clothes for fun nights out.
www.stalhi.com
These boutiques will give you a variety of designers that many people have never even heard of, as
well as some classic favorites. Happy shopping!

Vantage Point
(PG·13) 11:SSa, 2:25p, 5:10, 8:05, 10:25

The Ruins
{PG·13) 4:3Sp, l0:50

Run, Fat Boy, Run
{R) 1:10p,4:10, 7:40, 10:10, 12:30a

Stop-Loss
(R) 12:S)p,4:05, 7:45, 10:20

Superhero Movie
(PG·13) 12:20p, 1:20. 2:40. 3:55. 4:55, 7:35, 8:15,
10:1s, 10:so, 12:2oa
-Listings for Friday, Apnl 4
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Shine a Light shines bright
WILLIAM GOSS
Staff Writer

leatherheads

CJTHETUBE
8 p.m. CBS Ghort Whisperer

Expect chills while you watch the ghostly
action in this show. Melinda uses her
ability to speak to dead spirits in order to
help someone's "family issues." Ned's
girlfriend believes her father is haunting
her, and Melinda is going to find out why.
Tune in to see how this haunting turns
out.
8 p.m. E! Byte Me: 10 Hottest Women ofthe
Web

Those of you who don't have time to gp
out and meet beautiful women on
Saturday night can just enjoy.this show
instead. E! brings audiences some "hot''
entertainment by counting down the 20
sexiest women that have graced the
Internet.
' }

S NOAY PRIL 6 ..
8 p.m. TV Land Big

Grab the popcorn and a couch to watch
this funny-but-cute movie of the '80s.
Tom Hanks stars as a kid named Josh who
wants to be all grown up. Josh's wish
becomes reality when it is granted by a
wizard machine at a carnival. The next
day, Josh finds himself in the body of an
adult but with his adult mind. Don't miss
this family movie that is :i reminder of the
good and bad sides ofbe~g an adult.
10 p.m. NBC Medium

Achild's worst nightmare: a mom who
can read minds and has dreams of the
future! Allison Dubois can do that and
more. With her ability to speak to the
dead, this character helps the police solve
violent murder cases. This week she will
work with Scanlon, a police detective, to
catch the seductive killer of two men.
8 p.m. NBC The Biggest Loser5

This is the last episode before the finale,
so you might want to grab a bowl of
carrots when watching this one. These
weight-losing couples will continue
toward their goals as they face a surprise
that may change the whole game. Watch
to see what twist is ahead.

=!J

9 p.m. ABCSupemanny

Have no fear! Supemanny is here! Jo Frost,
the supemanny, is back again, and her
challengers are the Citarellas and their
four children. These four bad seeds are
driving their mother up a wall, while their
dad just tries to ignore them. Tune in to
see if Jo can work her nanny magic on
another family!
- COMPILED BY SHAH DAI RICHARDSON

BILLBOARD
TOP 5 ALBUMS:
Artist/ Tttfe I Label
.1. Dani1:y Kane/ Welcome to
the Doi/house I Bad Boy

2. Various Artists/ NOW27 I

Sony

3. Rick Ross/ Tri/la I Def Jam

4. Flo Rida / Mail on Sunday I
Atlantic
5.Jack Johnson/ Sleep
Through the Static I Brushfire

DIRECTOR: George Clooney
STARS: George Clooney,
Renee Zellweger, John
Krasinski, Jonathan Pryce

***·.

Faced with the demise
of professional football,
Dodge Connelly (director
George Clooney) ropes in
college star and war hero
Carter
"The
Bullet"
Rutherford (John Krasinski
of The Office) out of a need
to draw crowds to the
sport, and with Rutherford
comes journalist Lexie Littleton (Renee Zellweger),
who is hoping to take
down everyone's favorite
war hero and soon finds
herself caught between the
two men.
OK, so the sports love
triangle does come off as a
bit too Bull Durham for its
own good, i:mt while
admirably attempting to
recreate the screwball spirit of 1930s and 1940s comedies - although-not really
hl~ing its stride until the
mm~s" ' midsection
Leatherh)ads)s_ an enjoyable enoug!Ythrowback to
the times (even if set in
1925). They may not make
'em like they used to, but
boy, it sure doesn't hurt to
watch them try.
Opens in theaters
everywhere today.

persuades her to· travel
halfway around the world to
help her. Nim's father ( Gerard
Butler) is lost at sea, whereas
Alexandra's alter ego (also
played by Butler) won't leave
his creator alone until she
finally opts to be as heroic as
Nim mistakes her to be.
Foster throws herself into
this with considerable abandon - if my kids weren't
allowed to see my last five
movies, I'd be willing to do
some -slapstick, too - while
Breslin continues her trend of
young moxie and crying-oncue, thus claiming another
role out from under the likes
of Dakota Fanning.
There's enough broad hysterics, product placement
(Purell and Progresso, oh my!)
and gaseous animal friends to
keep the young ones seated
and staring, and the parents
should leave unscathed,
thanks to a refreshing lack of
pop culture references in family fare for a change.
Open~ in theaters everywhere today. .

Sh[ne a light
DIRECTOR: Martin Scorsese
STARS: Martin Scorsese, Mick
Jagger, Keith Richards

****·

Heard of Martin Scorsese?
The Rolling Stones? Then you
know why the prospect of the
former directing a concert

film of the latter is such a
rightfully inviting one. As shot
by numerous acclaimed cinematographers over two performances on their 2006 ''A
Bigger Bang" tour, Shine a
Light showcases the very
energy that has made the
Stones such a lasting success
across the world. Scorsese
then intersperses interview
footage from the beginning of
their rise to stardom, when
they never lmew for just how
long they'd be playing; it
brings a touch of poignancy to
the otherwise rollicking proceedings.
And did I mention the
guest appearances by Jack
White, Christina Aguilera and
Buddy Guy? Yeah, something
tells me that anyone who
bothers to drive out to Pointe
Orlando will have no problem
getting their satisfaction.
Opens at the Regal Pointe
Orlando IMAX today.

Linder the Same Moon
DIRECTOR: Patricia Riggen
STARS: Adrian Alonso, Kate
del Castillo, America Ferrera

**· ..

Armed with just enough
English, barely enough cash,
and plenty of scrappy conviction, a young boy (Adrian Alonso) crosses the border from
Mexico to the United States in
an effort to f'md his mother
(Kate del Castillo), who has

UNIVERSAL PICTURES

Golden-boy war hero Carter Rutherford (John Krasinski) and brash team captain Dodge
Connolly (George Clooney) try to increase the popularity of.football in Leatherheads.

been saving up for several years
in order to return home to him.
The result is a little like a
ripped-from-the-headlines liveaction version of An American
Tail, but with a child of steadfast resolve who happens to run
into all the right compatriots including America Ferrera
(Ugly Betty), forced to run kids
over the border to cover tuition
- and avoid all the mean gringos (there is not one single likeable Caucasian in sight). It tugs
at the heartstrings with hamfisted earnestness, but since
when has that ever stopped
people from buying a ticket?
Opens at the Regal Oviedo
Marketplace and Regal Wmter
Park Village today.

Also playing ...

The Ruins
DIRECTOR: Carter Smith
STARS: Jena Malone, Jonathan
Tucker
Author Scott Smith adapts
his own best-selling novel
about a couple of young adults
who find themselves trapped
on some ancient Mayan ruins
deep in the Mexican jungle and
consequently picked off by a
big, bad something.
The scariest part: the studio
refused to screen the film until
the night before opening, so be
prepared to expect something a
little less creepy and a little
more crappy.

Married life )

DIRECTOR: Ira Sachs f
STARS: Chris Cooper,
Patricia Clarkson, Pierce
Brosnan, Rachel McAdams

***·.

Coming across as noir
as directed by Douglas
Sirk, this dry domestic
drama about four friends
- played strongly by Chris
Cooper, Patricia Clarkson,
Rachel McAdams (where
has she been?) and Pierce
Brosnan (who provides
narration that is equally
needless and harmless) · trying not to hurt each ·
other's feelings while seeking love elsewhere is
almost too tidy and proper
for its own good, but the
cast keeps matters worth
watching.
Opens at the Regal Wmter Park Village today.

Nims Island
DIRECTORS: Jennifer
Flackett, Mark Levin
STARS: Jodie Foster,
Abigail Breslin, Gerard
Butler

***·.

Alone on the island she
calls home and facing invasion by cruise ship, young
Nim (Abigail Breslin) contacts agoraphobic author
Alexandra (Jodie Foster)
- conveniently enough,
they both use Mia.cs - and
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and Race Book

CENTRAL FLORIDA'S ULTIMATE
SIMULCAST FACILITY· OPEN
DAILY AND NIGHTLYYEAR ROUND
FOR THOROUGHBRED, HARNESS
· AND JAi-ALAi SIMULCASTING!
LIVE JAi-ALAi RETURNS NEXT YEAR
College Students Always Free
(With Valid I.D.)

This Ad Good

For 1 Free Program
(Any Performance)

10%

OFF

WllllfflDENJID

WINGS & REG. FRIES

on4s12uu
CHOOSE ANY RIVOR
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The Mars Volta proves rock and roll ain't dead ,,
CHRISTINE MULLEN
StaffWriter

Fans eagerly awaited entry to
the sold-out Mars Volta show
on April Fools' Day as they
wrapped around the House of
Blues, anticipating the possibili-

ties that could soon unfold and
defy logic.
Regardless of the insane line
to reach the venue, there was
much room to be had for dedicated admirers on the floor and
throughout the area
As the Mars Volta ripped

into its first song, "Roulette
Dares (The Haunt Of)," fans
seemed not to know what to
do with themselves in the
presence of the eight-piece
band's extreme intensity.
Dressed in all black with
skintight stretch pants and
peacoats, the group sent out
to the exuberant fans an overwhelming
message
of
strength and dedication to
their music. It was ironic that
the drummer was the only
member who wasn't wearing
a shirt, chiefly because he
seemed to be a sore spot
among the fans who believed
that he doesn't compare to
previous
drummer, Jon
Theodore.
Mick Jagger needs to move
on over, for there is a new
front man that will blow every
rocker out of the water.
Between his sexual moves,
playful kicking of the microphone to his mouth, and passionate Mexican-style jig, it
was difficult to peel my eyes
away from lead singer Cedric.
Bixler Zavala, especially when
he ascended the speakers
amidst the band members just
to jump off and belly flop onto
the stage. At one point, he was
so enthralled by lead guitarist
Omar Rodriguez-Lopez that
he dropped to the ground,
crawled over to the thrashing
musician and proceeded to
bite his leg while appearing to
be electrocuted.
When a fan tossed a pink
rose on stage for Zavala, he
stuffed it in his shirt pocket for
the remainder of the concert
and later returned the favor in
a sense by stealing one of the
drummer's cymbals and tossing it into the audience, following that later with his
microphone stand, which was
disassembled above the heads
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of fans in the blink of an eye.
After tossing out the
drummer's much-needed
cymbal, Zavala explained,
"That was a small symbol of
our appreciation. We can't
start the next song without
the cymbal - how symbolic."
The band performed only
about 10 songs from various
albums, such as their mostrecent release The Bedlam in
Goliath,
Amputechure,
Frances the Mute and DeLoused in the Comatorium.
Rodriguez-Lopez astonished audience members
when he duked it out with
thesaxophone,commanding
the stage with his punkish leg
stomping. Zavala's shrills
pierced through any potential doubts that this eclectic
band wasn't one of rock 'n'
roll's most powerful comebacks with a twist.
UCF senior Tony Luaders
was at first speechless .but
managed to say that the performance was "emotionally
mind blowing, an orgy for the
ears."
The concert was a musical
journey set on an obscure
backdrop: a picture of a
naked woman and a slithering serpent that turned into a
four-armed man in front of
cascading
mountains,

the sensational close.
Overall, even without an
opening band, the nonstop
two-and-a-half-hour performance blew the minds of \,, ,
all who were present, ranging
froJl). older classic-rock
lovers
to
new
ageexperimental rockers.
The recognition of the
band's enormous aptitude
was apparent as the reserved
audience members devoted •~,
all of their attention to the
performance to later scream,
whistle and clap profusely in
I
between songs.
Communications major
Jordan Shroyer explained, "It
made me feel like I am
watching Jimi Hendrix in the
'60s."
Others agreed wholeheartedly, such as Charles
Hogan, lead singer of former
local band I Sent Ninjas and a
UCF graduate. He described
the experience as "the Big ~Bang, when everything
began" and said he felt
"fortunate enough to be able
to experience them in my
generation."
For those who didn't make
the show, snag some tickets (
opening day next time, or
you will be missing out on
perhaps the biggest and most
passionate band of our generation.

multifaceted lights, and plentiful instruments ranging
from a cowbell to three different types of saxophones to
a sampler/effects processor/synthesizer. It was all
there.
With the boisterous 4ltermittent jam sessions, it was
sometimes difficult to keep
track of which song the band
was playing. Hence, the lead
singer kept track with a folder of laminated pages that
appeared to be the lyrics of
all the songs. Most guests
didn't seem to notice him
flipping through the book
because of the long, teased,
coarse black hair blocking his
eyes. During the ardent
breakdowns, Zavala uncontrollably thrashed around the
stage, making it difficult to
look away.
The diversity of the
instruments and collective
styles make it hard to classify
this band as any type of
established genre, which is a
very refreshing take on
music.
Finishing off the concert
with
"Drunkship
of
Lanterns," the group seemed
to be running out of steam
and went into a five-minute
slowdown that left the audience craving a dramatic ending that was mastered with

1.

Me+ rou + The World= tissues
AMANDA K. SHAPIRO

ofMen.
"Someday" changes up the
instrumentation of the album
by incorporating horns and a
strong bass line, giving life.to
the funky nature of the
melody. Fans of Marc Broussard and Gavin DeGraw
should check out Me + You +
The World.
Prior to releasing his own
material, Barnes wrote and
CQ-wrote music for a variety
of well-known musicians.
With Me + You + The World,
Barnes gets to turn the tables ,.}
with his lyrics and express his
innermost thoughts.
For an album full of love·
songs, this musician definitely delivers the goods. His
lyrics are relatable, allowing
Barnes to be personal, but
broad enough to attract a
large audience.
Currently, no tour dates
are scheduled for Dave
Barnes in the Orlando area.
For more information on
Dave Barnes, visit www.davebarnes.com.

Staff Writer

For Dave Barnes, writing
music is like breathing. Each
note and each word represents an extension ofthe Mississippi native, whose background reads like a Rand
McNally atlas.
The release of his third
studio album, Me + You + the
World, marks his record label
debut. The songs range from
down-tempo piano ballads to
bluesy rock songs.
Potential hit songs on the
album include "Since You
Said I Do" and ''Brothers and
Sisters." Barnes' first single
off the album is the rerecorded rendition of "Until
You," the heartfelt ballad that
appeared previously on
2004's Brother, Bring the Sun.
While the entire album
will run you through at least
three boxes of tissues, highlights include a track named
after Barnes' wife, Annie. The
song features a piano-heavy
ode to the impact that the
singer/songwriter's marriage
has had on his life.
"Good World Gone Bad"

Dave Barnes

Album:Me + You+ The World

***·.
label: Razor & Tie

Available Now

is one of the more upbeat
songs appearing on the
album and is highlighted by
its contemporary country
feel. For the most part,
Barnes' style borders rhythm
and blues and mellow rock.
Barnes opens "Carry Me
Through" a capella then
builds to include back-up
singers who create percussion by clapping. The .song
takes on a church-choir feel,
taking Barnes back to his
roots when he wrote for the
Christian rock band Fishers

Send questions, comments
and album suggestfon,s_ to
AmandaKShapiro@gmaiLcom
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Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CA$H by donating plasma
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
children, with serious illneses.

DCl Biologicals 1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando 321-235-9100
* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated !n the last 6 months)
Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.
·
. www.dciplasma.com
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Online 24 hrs/day:
·www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

.,

Online:
9 a.m. day before publication

VISA, MC, AMID(,
Discover, Cash, Check

Phone, fax, in person:
5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4S5S • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
ff:T:, HELP WANTED:
~ General

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.
$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3 .0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com

ASST TO PRESIDENT!
flex-sched, PIT, thru Summer. Process
orders and quotes. Call ~21-277-6605;
Send Resume to: GoUCF@live.com
Receptionist- $7-$9/hr. FT/PT. Fun,
outgoing personality and reliability a
must. Possibility for bonus. Fun work
environment, summer availability a
must. Call 1-800-688-7705 x 4069

Child Care in my home in
Windermere. Twins 4 yrs. old.
Flex. hrs. $12/hr.
Email amixners@aol.com
Order Takers - Major telecomm
compal'ly is now hiring competitve
individuals. Full training and
advancement opportunities available.
Earn $400-800 a week. Call Laurie
today (702) 671-0042

Asst. to Busy Real Estate
Agent in Lake Nona Area. Part Time.
Must be organized, a self starter, &
very computer proficient. Send resume
to patsywoody@yahoo.com
Staff Accountant: Accounting gradl!ate
finishing 5th year on public track for
downtown Orlando CPA firm.
Send resume to albert@mixnerco.com.

MUSIC INSTRUCTOR
Local studio looking for drum,
voice & guitar instuctors.
email- muslc.lessons@yahoo.com

ff:T:, HELP WANTED:
~ General

Valet parking attendants needed.
$1 0-$13/hr. PT days and evenings,
flex hrs. Immediate openings. ·
Call 407-616-3296
Exp. babysitter for 7 y/o girl, 5 y/o boy
& newborn in Winter Park. Must be
avail. during summer. Afternoons &
evenings. Light housekeeping a +.
Please email resume/hrs of avail. to
ronadesign@cfl.rr.com. Ref reg.

Get Paid to Play!
The Florida Elks Youth Camp (FEYC)
needs male and female Summer camp
Counselors ages 18 and up. FEYC is
an overnight camp located off of
Highway 450 in Umatilla, FL. The
camp runs June 9th-July 26th. Please
contact Krys Ragland at 800-523-1673.
ext 25.1 or 352-455-4267

Ideal PIT job for students
Appointment Setters Wanted M-F
6-9pm.
$8/hr. $10/show. No selling involved.
Casselberry area. Call 407-339-3000

125

MtLt' WAN I tu:

Part-Time

RV Lot Person Must have Drivers
license, reliable transportation and be
at hard worker. Alt Spgs.
407-473-9311

Valet Parking Attendants
Exe cust service skills/clean driving
record reqd.1 st,2nd,and 3rd shifts
available, open 7 days/wk, all shifts
avail. Start immed., exc pay. Call 1888-463-1954 x201 . EOE, DFWP.

Needed For College age Female in
Oviedo. Client was involved in car
accident with Trauma Brain Injury.
Needs are assist/retrain with basic
daily activities. Canidate will have
some care taking experience with a
kind heart, flexible schedule,
dependable with transportation.
References please. Contact Mrs.
Tepper at 407-765-5474

m:1 HELP WANTED:

~ Full-Time

www.workforstudents.com

Dillards
rhe Sty le o f Your Life.

LifeStream is o'ffering an exciting
opportunity to join an Intensive
Recovery Team that provides
services to persons with severe mental
illness.We are hiring for the following
positions:

100 Help Wanted: General
125 HelpWanted:Part-T1111e
150 HelpWanted:Full-Tune

175
200

225
250
27S
300

C
C
C
Business Opportunities •B
For Rent: Homes
B
For Rent: Apartments
B
Roonmates
A
Sublease
A
For Sale: Homes
B

l!itg

325 for Sale: Automotive

B

350
375
400
500
600
700

A
A
B
A
B
B

ForSale:General

For Sale: Pets
Services

Announcements
Travel'
Wonhip

800 Miscellaneous

B

900 Wanted

B

~ FOR RENT:
~ Apartments

Family Care Mgr - Provides case
mgmnt to at-risk children and families
in child welfare svcs; responsibilities
include assessment, planning, linking,
monitoring and advocacy; requires
accurate and timely documentation;
must establish sound working
relationships with DCF and court
personnel; min. of 1 yr. of social svcs.
or child welfare exp. and a BA degree
in Human Svcs.·required. Apply
LifeStream Behavibral Ctr. 515 W.
Main St. Leesburg or online at www.lsbc.net DFWP/EOE

12-We~kSumme~
Internship Program

Dillard's is looking for career minded, energetic, fashion
conscious Juniors and Seniors. Our Summer Internship Program
gives you full exposure to all phases of the retail environment
with one of the nation's largest fashion apparel retailers.

For consideration, please fotward resume by mail to
Dillard's 300 Towne Center Circle Sanford, Fl. 32771
Or fax to 407-302-3603.

J.W. & Watts Financial Consultants
$$$ NEED A LOAN $$$
CALL THE EXPERTS 1-877-293-2850
PERSONAL, BUSINESS, HOME

200
3 bedroom/2.5 bath house for rent in
May. $1300/month. Located in cypress
springs on dean rd and curry ford rd.
Email Liz at edserrano17@gmail.com
or call 407-341-5745
5 MINUTES TO UCF
4/2 house for $1350/month, pets ok,
fenced yard, screened in porch
Call for more information:
407-230-4751
2 HOMES FOR RENT!
4/2 homes available August 1, 2008 in
Ashington Park. 2 Car Garage.
$1700/mo. + util. 561-312-9411
1 Home and 1 Town Home avail. Both
approx 2-3 miles from UCF. Home is
4bdrm/2bath w/2 car garage. Town
Home is 3bdrm/2.5bath w/1 car
garage. Please call 954-663-6298.
Waterford Lakes:
Large waterfront homes & townhomes
3, 4 & 5 bdrm $1,215 & up. Yard incl.
407-760-0768 ensorroso@hotmail.com

Beautiful 5 bdrm house
Screened in porch, near UCF and
VCC. 2 car garage, W/O $1495/mo
Short-term OK, Pets OK 407-7334597

4/2.5 pool home for rent off
University near Suntree, 5 min
from UCF. Avail June 1st,
$475/bdrm + utll. Lawn, trash and
pool svc Incl. Call 407-758-8578
Rooms avail in 3 beautiful homes close
to UCF. One with pool, some master
suites avail. All util incl. Ranging from
$500-$650/mo. Avail ASAP, or lease
for Fall. Email for pies rentucf@yahoo.com or call 913-908-8185
Three rooms for rent. Non-Smokers.
All amenities included for only $550.00
per/month. Contact William at
407-739-0844.
2 rooms avail. on Dean/Colonial.
$415.00 p/mon & $445.00 p/mon
w/private entrance. 5 min from UCF,
close to 408 & 417. util & high speed
internet included, tile floors. Security
deposit is $400.00. 321-442-5200
Awesome rooms avail NOW and for
Fall!
All utilities included! Don't miss out!
RentUCF@yahoo.com Email.for pies
3bdrm/2.5ba townhome located in
Avalon Park. $1200 p/mon. Pets OK.
All appliances and athletic amenities
included. Larry_ UCF@yahoo.com
Have Half a 3/2 House to Yourself!!
Incl. 2 private 12x12 sized rooms and
private bath. Shared living, dining rm
and kitchen. 2 car garage, W/D incl.
$750/month Pets OK. 702-416-4159

UCF one mile. 2b/2b duplex. Fence.
Large shed. Washer-Dryer. Ideal for 2
students! osb32816@bellsouth.net

SUDOKU
CONTEST
,,
PRESENTED BY:

Complete the puzzle and enter to win
Applebee's gift card by (1) submit or
mail to Central Florida Future office at
33S1 Rouse Road, Ste. 200, Orlando,
"loig!'iborhood C::,rif & Bar
FL 32817 (2) submit to Central Florida Future
table at Student Union on Wednesday (3) submit
to Central Florida Future table at bookstore
breezeway on Friday.

.Lifeguard • Ride Operator· Food & Beverage Cashier·
Food & Beverage Cook • Front Gate Assistance • Gift
Shop Assistance and more!

Great Benefits Including:
Free Admission • Free Quarterly Tickets • College
Tuition Assistance• Referral Bonuses and More!

· Hpply now:
Call: Job Line (407) 248-1600
Email: hr@wetnwildorf.com
Visit: Human Resources daily between 9AM and 4 PM
Wet'n Wild Human Resources
6200 International Drive· Orlando, FL 32819
(407) 354-2085 • FAX (407) 345-1005

6

CONDO FOR RENT 1 BED/1 BATH.WASHER & DRYER, POOLS,
RAQUETBALL COURT & GYM $750 A
MONTH (786)355-5615 urbaezeloy@gmail.com

I

CONDO - Hunter's Reserve, upstairs
corner unit 2 bed/2 bath. $1000/mth.
Washing machine and vaulted ceilings
in unit. Largest floor plan. No pets.
Available Aug 1st. Call 407-230-2219
Highpoint Club Apartments.
Share 2/2 with W/0, Gym & Pool
$550 Mo. TopC9@hotmail.com
561-797-7171

7

9
6
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7

9

3

5

ROOMMATES
3/2 house, 2 car garage, completely
furnished, pool table, big screen,
screened porch, community pool, quiet
safe street. Waterford Lakes estates.
Two male UCF juniors looking for third
roommate. $575 mo. all utilities incl.
215-588-7625 John

$425/mo all utll incl in a 4/3
1 M or F needed Nice Alafaya Woods
home. Avail ASAP Brian 321-948-3063
or Ted 407-496-3458
Room available in 4/2.5. 3 miles from
UCF. $465/mo includes elec, cable, hispeed internet, water, maid service,
etc. Steve 305-281-3104
scasios76@aol.com •
Short Term Summer Sublease
Rooml in Village at Science Drive. F
only. Discounted price of $500/mo.
Avail Now-July 31,08. 813-907-9475

3

733-4597
Rooms for rent in 6 bedroom
home. Behind UCF. Internet/Cable,
utilities, W/0, dishwasher, community
pool, $525/month. 1 room avail.
immediately! M/F. Call 407-876-5697
or 407-408-0803
2 rooms avail. in 4/2.5 behind UCF. All
Included: Electric, Cable, laundry, etc.
$425/month. Non smoking,
non drinking. Christian owner.
Call: 407-509-4737
in a beautiful 3-bedroom, 2-bath home.
All appliances, utilities, cable, internet
included. Available Immediately! 5 min
to UCF! $550/mo (954)-649-4933
Room for rent with private bath
407-384-7080
Need 2 roommates who can clean up
after themselves and are respectful.
No pets. 4/2 House in Regency Park
behind UCF. M or F. Avail 8/1.
$450/mo + util. $450 Dep. 12 mo.
lease.
Contact Ryan (407) 430-!?136 or
greatryry@gmail.com

LOOK!! 3 rooms avail In a
house with Pool, scrned in prch, W/0
fully furnished, no lease required, near
UCF and VCC $359/mo 407-733-4597
Room for rent available NOW In
beautiful house off 50 and Rouse.
$500 Includes utilities. Must be
clean and pet friendly. Short term
leases are negotiable. Contact
Luisa: 954-864-6271,
lkapanamaB6@hotmaU com
Roommates Needed - 5 bedroom/2.5
bath house - minutes from campus nice neighborhood - spacious rooms Rent $450 - all utilities included Available 08/01 - Contact Laura @ 386416-9308
Room for rent with private bath
407-482-9990
1 Bedroom in House for Rent. Fully
furnished! $450/mo, includes utilities,
internet, cable, minifridge. Off Dean Rci.(407) 860- 1209 RCCosme@gmail.com
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CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Bargain-hunter's
dream
5 _ Ferry, N.Y.
1 O Rowboat rower
14 Frozen treats
15 Down Under
gems
16 Jazz singing
17 The one singled
out
18 Disturbed
19 Traffic diverter
20 Top-drawer
21 Concoct
22 "Beetle Bailey"
character
23 Flowerlike badge
25 Worked for
26 Military
cafeterias
29 "Barnaby Jones"
star

32 Penultimate
round
33 Tenth mo.
36 Drove (a nail} •
obliquely
37 Afternoon TV
fare
38 Lose vitality
39 Collapsible bed
40 Onward
41 Picture border
42 Of Greco-Roman
culture
44 Severe critic
47 Scrawny guys
51 Like e. rainbow
52 Choice cut
54 Adam·s garden
55 Traditional
wisdom
56 Kind of cigar or
sandwich
57 Went by car
58 Grounded birds
59 In isolation
60 HOMES part
61 Unvarying
62 Sanctify
63 Honey
1
2
3

Frist month FREE with one year lease.
Safe and quiet neighborhood. Rent
includes ALL utilities, fenced in
backyard, quiet roommates! 5 miles
from UCF and 2 miles from Valencia.
Call Ryan if interested @ (321 }2581391 .
Reduced Rent- taking care of lawn
care, pool, handy man svcs. Near
UCF and VCC. Must be responsible,
professional. $99/month 407-

7
6

2 MONTHS FREE RENT!!!

2/2 Condo Near UCF for rent on
Alafaya. New Appliances, Alarm
System, Pool, Tennis, No Pets.
$850/month + secuirty deposit.
407-366-7663

j

9

MUST SEE!!!

Beautiful, fully furnished lake view,
1st floor, condo nestled In the heart
of Lake Mary. Move-in ready with
flexible lease terms. 2 months free
rent with the signing of 1 year lease.
No pets. 850-443-21'93 or
· Andrewchmll@gmall.com

9

8
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2bd/2.5ba fully renovated townhome in
Cambridge Circle italian tile throughout
all appliances incl. $1000 deposit
$875/mo 407-416-8369

2 ROOMS FOR RENT!

The following Positions:

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

SOLVE AND WIN!

Short or Long-Term 3/2/2
on Woodbury. Corner lot across from
woods. Pets ok. W/D Great location!!
Avail ASAP $1500/mo 407-758-8918

$}8
$}2

~:cR'{fi~··J'

Case Managers and Therapists
Apply at 515 W. Main St. Leesburg or
at www.lsbc.net, DFWP/EOE

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed In
Orlando. 100% FREE to Join.
Click on Surveys.

Rate(

First issue:
Each addl issue:

<!entraf 3=foriba 3=uture

Altamonte Springs 1/1 condo- 1
MONTH FREE - gated w/tons of
amenities! - Near Cranes Roost - New
kitchen/bath, all new appliances, 24 hr.
fitness ctr., tennis, clubhouse. Last
month free w/12 mo. lease. $775/mo.
Call for appt.-407-212-2027

-$2100
-Co-Ed Camp
-Seven Weeks
-Room and Board Included

Rehabilitative Facilitator

Central Florida Locations
407-679-2700

150

RATES

l!itg

Summer Jobs

PIT telephone sales/customer service
position. Must have excellent phone
and customer service skills and basic
computer knowledge. Flex schedule
$7/hr. Contact Pam 407-657-1371 or
pam@daysol.com.
SALES/OFFICE ASSISTANT NEEDED!
Job starts beginning of May and
continues through Summer and Fall.
Includes assisting advertising director
and office management duties.
Previoui, office experience preferred.
Perfect for hard working and
responsible student looking to gain
experience!
$8/hr. plus bonus potential
Email resume and availabilty to
trishai@knightnewspapers.com

,,.

CLASSIFICATIONS

PAYMENT METHODS

SUBMISSION DEADLINES
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Tyrants
Military post
Tooted
Mach topper
Academy
Awards
11 Squirrel treat
12 Kitchen
appliance
13 Mighty mount
22 Banda and
Mineo
24 Decade count
25 Harvardians'
rivals
27 Warms up
28 Frogs, toads,
newts, etc.
29 Oft-used abbr.
30 Scary word?
31 TV soundstage
33 Mare's morsel
34 Summer hrs. in
DOWN
Indian instrument
Chicago
Sneeze sound
35 Golfer's peg
Tills
37 Skyrocket
38 Stumbled
Appreciated
Has suspicions
40 Took off

Last issue solved
41 Guy
42 Edam or brie
43 French resort
44 Hay units
45 Kitchen lure
46 Rugby formation
48 Revere

49 Communication

services

50 Contemptuous

expression
52 Temporary calm
53 Clarinet relative
56 Taxi

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

2 Female Roommates Wanted for
4/2 Spacious house In beautiful
Waterford Lakes. 5 miles from UCF.
$50()/mo Incl all utll & h.s Internet.
863-398-6398 or 407-282-7774.

SUBLEASE
2 CLEAN rooms in a 4x4 avail. for
sublease April/May-July!!
Room & apt.
furnished! Utilities included. $525.00
each per month! 1st month FREEi For
details call (727) 418-2366
RENTER NEEDED to Sublease 1 BO
in a 4BD/4BA Apt. Jefferson Lofts.
Starting May 1st. Call 904-535-2845
Female -2/1 Furnished University
Apts. 450/month util. incl. Avail. May1 August only. Across from UCF !!!Contact Karen 954-804-7280
F for 4/4 in Boardwalk May 1 - July 31 .
$500/mo incl util, washer/dryer, pool
FULLY FURNISHED, Shuttle to UCF
Email: Laurenboardwalk@gmail.com
F needed for 2 rooms in 4/4 in
Northgate Lakes. Clean, furnished, util
incl. $565/mo. Call Heather 863-2026691 Available May 1st-July 31st

NO RENT UNTIL JUNE!
1/1 In 2/2 Peg Pointe Avail ASAP
Rent paid through May. ground
floor, shuttle serv. all utl Incl. call for
more Info 321-947-8679
Peg Pointe, 1/1 in 2/2 avail.
furnished, incls utl, cable, internet,
shuttle, much more. $525/month.
Keith 850-508-1506
Pegasus Pointe. 1b/1 b in a 2b/2b, bath
in bedrm. utl included. Call Jessie at
352-279-2640.
$475/month (util incl) at Campus
Crossing. Unfurn room, FURNISHED
living area, townhouse style with 3
great roommates. Shuttle to campus,
two pools, close to campus. Avail.
ASAP Call Jeremy 727-235-5049

2 b/r condo in mint cond. 1 mile from
UCF. Partially furnished, many
upgrades and amenities. Contact
954-444-3854 or 407-319-5538

Beautiful 3 bedroom, 2
bath 1800 SF Chuluota home. Tile
and wood flooring throughout.
Stone fireplace with built in
entertainment center. French ·
doors operi to den/nursery or
office.Separate laundry room. 1/4
acre fenced lot with above ground
pool and deck. 300 SF workshop.
Close to UCF! $205,000. Call 407359-7686 or 407-359-9090 for
appt. 250 W 3rd Street, 32766.

Double Wide Mobile Home Deerwood Park on SR50. 2Bd, 2Ba,
carport. $18500

Ski Lake 3/2/2
9 yrs new, 3/4 acre, $319,000 Close to
UCF. 407-947-1390
Chuluota - 3/2/1, lg bonus room, & wet
bar, 1900 sq ft, new paint, tile floors,
fenced yard, great college home, no
HOA, $189,000, Jean Scott, Keller
Williams (owner/agent) 407-765-2912.

I will make an offer on your home
today! Call Alan at 407-299-2146
College Condo Specialist
UCF, Full Sail, Valencia, Rollins
Call Richard Ritterpusch
RE/MAX 200 Realty
407-808-7987

RENT TO OWN!
CREDIT NO PROBLEM!
3/2/2 1 ,7 44 sq ft. Move in ready.
Twin Rivers Subdivison. $239,900.
Recorded info 321-281-6543. Pies a,nd
more at www.ButlerSellsHouses.com

TRAVEL
HEAVENLY TRAVEL
Go to www.heavenlytvl.com for all
trave_l needs! Call Edith 407-227-4072.
al' email Edith@heavenlytvl.com.

•
•
•
•

